EARPIECES & IEMS FOR MUSIC &
TELEVISION PROFESSIONALS

Welcome to Made by Ear
Earpieces and IEMs made by professionals for professionals, developed
from years of top flight first hand operational and creative experience
gained by the founder of Made by Ear as a practising sound engineer to
the music and television industries. No other earpiece company knows
TV and earpieces like us-we guarantee that! Glastonbury, Reading
Festival, world feed coverage of World Cup football in Germany and
Brazil, The Royal Wedding and Top Gear being shows we have worked
on where we have learned what musicians, presenters and crew want.

Contact us, ask
silly questions,
and arrange an
appointment for
your ear
impressions!

All our products require a visit from us to customise
your product to your ear, a short but painless, some say
enjoyable procedure to examine your ear, followed by the
application of quick setting silicone to make a copy of
the shape of your ear canal and outer ear, it takes no
more than 10 minutes. We are qualified by the British
Society of Audiology and we are fully insured. In rare
circumstances we may refer an impression to a later date
if you have an underlying ear condition, the most common
being ceremun (wax) build up.

Telephone: 07747 441048 /// Email:info@madebyear.com /// Website: madebyear.com
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Popularity amongst high profile presenters has made our product an
industry standard, as used by the major broadcasters. These new designs
are electronic right up until the sound arrives at the ear using high quality
sound producing parts and will produce louder and clearer talkback
compared with old uncomfortable acrylic- curly acoustic tube designs.

Combining ultra comfort using the best 40 Shore silicone on the market
along with near invisible camera presence by using the toughest & thinnest
cable of it’s type, exclusively designed in Denmark with Made by Ear, we

Invisible from front view!
Our products are made flush
to the ear

offer the new very popular MBE exclusive design in broadcast earpieces.

o

Ultra comfortable, soft medical grade silicone custom fitted to your ear.

o

Sleek design invisible on camera front shot.

o

Wire support around ear to keep firmly in position.

o

Made by Ear unique design, single ear cable tidy.

o

High quality speaker/driver for ultra crisp talkback, superior to the older

MBE Innovative fully adjustable clip

Wire support
customised
around ear

Internal electronics

traditional earpieces, which use an external lumpy speaker on the clip.
o

Replaceable wax filter for wax and debris free operation.

o

Available in several colours to match any skin tone.

Linum micro cable
Ambient sound vent for
hearing guests in a studio
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Dual driver Acupass In Ear Monitors (IEMs) for musicians, outside events
presenters, camera operators and anyone who needs exceptional
sounding monitoring in their ears whilst excluding unwanted volume from
the working environment, using the same electronics as other brand’s high
end products, these are made with either our exclusive Linum cable, or a
slightly thicker alternative cable in beige, black or white colour.
Using the same medium softness medical grade silicone as our other
products, we also offer a variety of colours, the standard popular colour is

Shaped to your ear exactly
our IEMs have a far lower
profile on stage and screen

Neat Linum cable noose
dresses cable out of sight

clear like our presenter earpieces but for those who want to stand out we
offer some great colours. These are ordered in pairs for both ears.

o

Extremely high fidelity award winning high output sound electronics.

o

Ultra comfortable, soft medical grade silicone in various colours.

o

Tangleless wire tightens up behind neck, keeping both cables hidden.

o

Available in a variety of metallic and bright awesome candy colours as
well as the smart transparent see through standard.

o

Fitted to the exact contours of your ears, unlike other companies our
monitors do not stick out, they neatly blend into your ear, one of the
huge benefits of our silicone IEM design.

o

Replaceable wax filters for wax and debris free operation.

o

Standard 3.5mm mini jack, fits Ipods, radio and talkback systems.

AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS COLOURS SEE OUR CUSTOM PAGE FOR MORE INFO

Ultra Clear colour is shown,
standard colour is
transparent.

Like live broadcasts we want
reliability, less connections mean less
problems, we don’t use removable cables
they fail! Linum cable is virtually
unbreakable

Replaceable Wax Filters

Sonion Acupass Dual Drivers

Using Acupass by Sonion technology, our Music product

Two are better than Five?

provides the quality expected by professional musicians,

Thinking more drivers means

sonically accurate, exceptionally loud and clear

better sound? Think again,

reproduction. They fully block the ear canal, blocking

bad crossover matching, phase

out local noise, because of this they are also suitable
for anyone working in loud environments, outside
broadcasts, and on sound stages etc. We also use these

misalignment and other
factors make a dual phasecoherent driver like the
Acupass more sonically

drivers in our communicator range, the best sounding

accurate than all but the

drivers on the market exceeding triple driver versions so

most specially designed IEM’s

much so, we stopped offering triple driver products.

costing in excess of £2000.

!

These are industry standard
drivers, we don’t charge
excessively for something
that is not needed. Welcome
to Sonion Acupass Technology.

We are a pioneering company and the first UK company to use
Linum cable made by our friends at Danish company Estron.
Used for our In Ear Monitoring Music product, we have also
used a specially designed Linum cable for our presenter
products since 2012, ultra tough, ultra quality
electronically, and the thinnest near invisible cable
available today.

Telephone: 07747 441048 /// Email:info@madebyear.com /// Website: madebyear.com
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Dual driver Acupass In Ear Monitors (IEMs) for high quality music listening
on an Ipod or similar, but with a second function for anyone who needs to
speak to the gallery or engineering, camera operators, floor managers,
sound crew & runners etc. Custom fit, with a detachable microphone
(noise cancelling) means you can simply touch your ear to speak to the
desired listener, use the mic at work, then unclip it and use the IEMs
without the mic attached on your journey home. Our mic design is
exclusive, the button on the side means you tap your ear to talk, far easier
and quicker when you need to reply quickly and clearly. The adjustable

Unclip the mic and you
have our Music product
for leisure use

Coiled cable to gives you freedom
to move your radio or from your
camera

gooseneck mic is high quality and designed to work in loud environments
in front of the wearer’s mouth.

o

Ultra comfortable, soft medical grade silicone in clear or black colour.

o

Linum cable a standard plus a coiled 1M cable to radio or camera.

o

Extremely high fidelity award winning high output sound electronics.

o

Fitted to the exact contours of your ears, unlike other companies our

Motorola radio kit
pictured, option 2 is 5
Pin XLR for cameras

monitors do not stick out, they neatly blend into your ear, one of the
huge benefits of our silicone IEM design.
o

Replaceable wax filters for wax and debris free operation.

o

Detachable high quality mic, with press to talk button on ear!

o

Supplied with 5 pin XLR for cameras or Motorola M1 for radio use.

o

Works on all cameras and 90% or radios without an adaptor*
Noise cancelling
microphone, for crisp
communication

Our own manufactured
design with push to
talk button

Push to talk button on
Ear/IEM controls key opening
on a radio, and makes mic
open on a camera, We have a
version that works without
the push button also!!

Our Communicator (Using Acupass by Sonion drivers) fits both
ears to block out external sound for crew in loud environments,
they are much more hygienic than using headphones used by
others, and much more lightweight, you can wear glasses, hats
and move freely around with an expanding coil cable, they work
with all camera systems and standard radio sets.
When work is finished unclip the mic and relax in peace and
quiet using them as earplugs or listen to music in ultra crisp
quality!

Telephone: 07747 441048 /// Email:info@madebyear.com /// Website: madebyear.com
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We are able to make a slim line IEM version rather like an earbud that fits
into the ear and is generic fit and is apart from the cable almost invisible,

A

N

/

1

used by Songs of Praise and X factor for a covert look on music shows.
We can advise on solutions for DPA style microphones fixed to an
earpiece, for theatres and TV providing a quicker and neater solution to the
standard DPA rig. In short we know the application as we work in
television, so we are happy to discuss any requirements and know the best
solution.
We work in studios and outside broadcasts and are able to offer discounts

32

for group appointments saving you time and money by having all the talent
or crew impressions made at once.

Music Colours

A
Music Candy Colours

R

OUR PRODUCTS….
o
o

o

Timescale given at time of order, typically 1 week maximum but
often a day or two.
Ear impressions carried out by us mean we are responsible from
start to finish of your product and can customise cable
lengths/clips.
Designed to be superior, we genuinely want happy customers
who recommend us, we make sure our products are reliable and
a perfect fit. We are innovative and unmatched in the application
of these products.

o

EMAIL: INFO@MADEBYEAR.COM

o

WEBSITE: MADEBYEAR.COM

!

PHONE: +44 (0) 7747 441 048

Colours for our Music product numbered 1-32 left to right and top to
bottom, are made of slightly stronger tensile strength silicone. Candy
colours in the squares below them lettered A-R left to right are
unique and striking colours with a metallic glitter feel, all colour
orders add a small extra charge and slightly longer processing time.

Alternative Music IEM Cable
Available in beige, black and white. Our
Alternative IEM Cable, thicker than Linum
cable, and has a right angled mini jack.

Standard Linum cable

*** We offer discounted superior products because we only
charge for an impression appointment per day, not per person.
So by having more than one person requiring an impression, you
have already saved that cost, Boots chemist charge £90 for a
single impression!***
Our Music products are the most competitively priced dual
drivers on the market, our Presenter and Communicator products
are unique and not matched by other companies, designed by Made
by ear and very much exclusive, yet still offering exceptional
value for money, especially with savings for group orders by
having one impression sitting for everyone, this can apply to
several individuals if needs be or a company.

Telephone: 07747 441048 /// Email:info@madebyear.com /// Website: madebyear.com
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Presenter

single ear including impression

£280.00

Presenter

both ears including impressions

£380.00

Music

both ears including impressions

£360.00

Music

custom colours 1-24 and A-F

Communicator both ears including impressions, microphone,
coiled 1 Metre cable + radio / camera connector.

Bespoke

£20.00
£450.00

Please call us for pricing and information.

All prices include VAT and delivery, products supplied with carry case.

